Knowledge base data update 198, June 2019

Many of these have already been announced via JIT weekly updates on the KB-L listserv, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

New providers

- *Provider: FrancoAngeli (francoangeli)

  FrancoAngeli Journals

- *Provider: Manchester University Press (manchesterup)

  Manchester All Titles
  Manchester Film Studies
  Manchester Gothic
  Manchester History of Medicine
  Manchester International Relations
  Manchester Medieval Sources Online
  *** Manchester Open Access Titles
  Manchester Political Studies
  Manchester Security, Conflict & Peace
  Manchester Studies in Imperialism
  Manchester Religious Studies
  Manchester Shakespeare

- *Provider: Mohr Siebeck (mohr)

  Mohr Siebeck All Ebooks
  Mohr Siebeck All Journals
  Mohr Siebeck Altertumswissenschaft 2013-2015
  Mohr Siebeck Altertumswissenschaft 2016
  Mohr Siebeck Altertumswissenschaft 2017
  Mohr Siebeck Altertumswissenschaft 2018
  Mohr Siebeck Geschichtswissenschaft 2013-2015
  Mohr Siebeck Geschichtswissenschaft 2016
  Mohr Siebeck Geschichtswissenschaft 2017
  Mohr Siebeck Geschichtswissenschaft 2018
  Mohr Siebeck Judaistik 2013-2015
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Mohr Sieneck Judaistik 2016
Mohr Siebeck Judaistik 2017
Mohr Siebeck Judaistik 2018
Mohr Siebeck Philosophie 2013-2015
Mohr Siebeck Philosophie 2016
Mohr Siebeck Philosophie 2017
Mohr Siebeck Philosophie 2018
Mohr Siebeck Rechtswissenschaft 2013-2015
Mohr Siebeck Rechtswissenschaft 2016
Mohr Siebeck Rechtswissenschaft 2017
Mohr Siebeck Rechtswissenschaft 2018
Mohr Siebeck Sozial- / Kulturwissenschaft 2015-2017
Mohr Siebeck Sozial- / Kulturwissenschaft 2018
Mohr Siebeck Theologie 2013-2015
Mohr Siebeck Theologie 2016
Mohr Siebeck Theologie / Religionswissenschaft 2018
Mohr Siebeck Wirtschaftswissenschaft 2013-2017
Mohr Siebeck Wirtschaftswissenschaft 2018

*Provider: The British Editorial Society of Bone and Joint Surgery (boneandjoint)

Bone and Joint All Journals

**New collections**

* Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)

Eighteenth Century Drama

* Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)

North American Womens Drama: Second Edition

* Provider: Accessible Archives (accessible)

America and World War I: American Military Camp Newspapers, Part II
Reconstruction of Southern States: Pamphlets

* Provider: American Psychological Association (APA)

APA Books E-Collection 2019
APA Handbook of Contemporary Family Psychology
APA Handbook of Dementia
APA Handbook of Psychopathology
APA Handbook of Psychopharmacology
APA Handbook of Sport and Exercise Psychology
APA Handbook of the Psychology of Women

• Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)

Bloomsbury Birds and Mammals fo Africa
Bloomsbury Design 2018
Bloomsbury Design Library 2019 Collection
Bloomsbury Education and Childhood Studies
Bloomsbury Geographers Biobibliographical Studies

• Provider: CQ Press (ProQuest)

SAGE Business Stats
SAGE CQ Magazine
SAGE CQ Press Congress Collection
SAGE CQ Press Encyclopedia of American Government
SAGE CQ Press Public Affairs Collection
SAGE CQ Press Supreme Court Collection
SAGE CQ Press Voting and Elections Collection

• Provider: Duke University Press (duke)

e-Duke Books Art and Art History Collection
e-Duke Books Asian Studies Collection
e-Duke Books Gender Studies Collection 2017 Top-Up
e-Duke Books Gender Studies Collection 2018 Top-Up
e-Duke Books Latin American Studies Collection 2017 Top-Up
e-Duke Books Latin American Studies Collection 2018 Top-Up
e-Duke Books Music and Sound Studies Collection
e-Duke Books Music and Sound Studies Collection 2018 Top-Up
e-Duke Books Religious Studies Collection
e-Duke Books Religious Studies Collection 2018 Top-Up
e-Duke Journals: All Titles

• Provider: eBooks on EBSCOhost (netlibrary)

EBSCO eBook Subscription Psychology Collection

• Provider: EBSCOhost (EBSCOhost)

Fuente Academica Plus

• Provider: Exact Editions (exact)

Exact Editions Performing Arts Collection
• Provider: InteLex (NLX)

InteLex Past Masters Abelard: Opera
InteLex Past Masters Addams: Works
InteLex Past Masters Anselm: Major Works
InteLex Past Masters Anselm: Opera Omnia
InteLex Past Masters Aquinas: Collected Works
InteLex Past Masters Aristotle: Complete Works (Greek)
InteLex Past Masters Aristotle: Complete Works
InteLex Past Masters Aristotle: Complete Works, Greek and English
InteLex Past Masters Augustine: Opera Omnia CAG
InteLex Past Masters Augustine: Works (4th Release)
InteLex Past Masters Austen: Complete Works and Letters
InteLex Past Masters Austen: Letters
InteLex Past Masters Austin: Works
InteLex Past Masters Ayer: Writings
InteLex Past Masters Bacon: Letters and Life
InteLex Past Masters Bacon: Works
InteLex Past Masters Baillie: Collected Letters
InteLex Past Masters Beauvoir: Oeuvres
InteLex Past Masters Behn: Works
InteLex Past Masters Bello: Obras Completas
InteLex Past Masters Benjamin: Gesamtwerk
InteLex Past Masters Bentham: Correspondence
InteLex Past Masters Bentham: Works
InteLex Past Masters Berkeley: Works
InteLex Past Masters Bluestocking Feminism 1738-1785
InteLex Past Masters Bonaventure: Works (2nd Release)
InteLex Past Masters Boswell: Private Papers
InteLex Past Masters Boyle: Correspondence
InteLex Past Masters Boyle: Works
InteLex Past Masters British Philosophy: 1600-1900
InteLex Past Masters British Women Writers
InteLex Past Masters Brontë: Letters
InteLex Past Masters Browning: Works
InteLex Past Masters Bruno: Werke (German and Italian)
InteLex Past Masters Burney: Complete Plays
InteLex Past Masters Burney: Journals and Letters
InteLex Past Masters Calvin: Works and Correspondence
InteLex Past Masters Cassirer: Gesammelte Werke
InteLex Past Masters Chawton House Memoirs
InteLex Past Masters Chawton House Travel Writings
Project Muse 2017 African Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 American Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Archaeology and Anthropology Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Asian and Pacific Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Complete Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Ecology and Evolution Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Film, Theater and Performing Arts Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Global Cultural Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Higher Education Supplement
Project Muse 2017 History Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Jewish Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Language and Linguistics Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Latin American and Caribbean Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Literature Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Middle Eastern Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Philosophy and Religion Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Poetry, Fiction and Creative Non-Fiction Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Political Science and Policy Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Psychology Supplement
Project Muse 2017 Russian and East European Studies Supplement
Project Muse 2017 US Regional Studies, Midwest Supplement
Project Muse 2017 US Regional Studies, South Supplement
Project Muse 2019 African Studies
Project Muse 2019 American Studies
Project Muse 2019 Archaeology and Anthropology
Project Muse 2019 Asian and Pacific Studies
Project Muse 2019 Complete
Project Muse 2019 Ecology and Evolution
Project Muse 2019 Film, Theater and Performing Arts
Project Muse 2019 Global Cultural Studies
Project Muse 2019 Higher Education
Project Muse 2019 History
Project Muse 2019 Jewish Studies
Project Muse 2019 Language and Linguistics
Project Muse 2019 Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Project Muse 2019 Literature
Project Muse 2019 Middle Eastern Studies
Project Muse 2019 Native American and Indigenous Studies
Project Muse 2019 Philosophy and Religion
Project Muse 2019 Poetry, Fiction and Creative Non-Fiction
Project Muse 2019 Political Science and Policy Studies
Project Muse 2019 Psychology
Project Muse 2019 Public Health and Health Policy
• Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis Allied & Public Health Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Allied and Public Health Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Anthropology & Archaeology Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Anthropology & Archaeology Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Arts, Literature & Linguistics Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Arts & Humanities Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Arts & Humanities Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Biological, Earth & Environment Science Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Biological, Earth & Environment Science Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Business Management & Economics Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Business Management & Economics Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Chemistry Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Chemistry Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Clinical Psychiatry & Neuroscience Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Clinical Psychiatry & Neuroscience Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Criminology & Law Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Criminology & Law Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Criminology & Criminal Justice
Taylor & Francis Education Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - A/Education: The Curriculum Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - A/Education: The Curriculum Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - B/Early & Primary Education Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - B/Early & Primary Education Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - C/Education Studies Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - C/Education Studies Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - D/Further & Higher Education Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education - D/Further & Higher Education Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Education Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Engineering, Computing & Technology Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Engineering, Computing & Technology Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Expert Opinion Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Expert Opinion Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Expert Review Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Geography, Planning, & Urban Environment Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Humanities Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Library & Information Science Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Library & Information Science Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Mathematics & Statistics Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Media, Cultural & Communication Studies Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Media, Cultural & Communication Studies Modern Archive 2019
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Taylor & Francis Medicine and Dentistry Archive 20
Taylor & Francis Medicine & Dentistry Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Mental Health & Social Care Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Mental Health & Social Care Modern Archive 2019
*** Taylor & Francis eBooks: Open Access
Taylor & Francis Pharmaceutical Science & Toxicology Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Pharmaceutical Science & Toxicology Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Physics Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Physics Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Politics, International Relations & Area Studies Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Politics, Intl Relations & Area Studies Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Psychology Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Sociology & Related Disciplines Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Sociology & Related Disciplines Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Sport Leisure & Tourism Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Sport, Leisure & Tourism Modern Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Strategic Defence & Security Studies Archive 2019
Taylor & Francis Strategic Defence & Security Studies Modern Archive 2019

* Provider: Wageningen Academic Publishers (wapub)

Wageningen Academic e-Book package 2019

New cooperatively contributed collections

* *** Association of Religion Data Archives (ARDA) Teaching Tools College Modules (global.2827.63) – contributed Dallas Theological Library
* *** UEL e-Journals (global.72583.1) – contributed by US Army Corps of Engineers, Portland District

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections.
Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.
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• Discontinued Provider: Begell House (openly) (begellhouse)
Discontinued Collection: Begell House Publishing Inc (begellhouse)

Select this provider instead: Begell House, Inc. (begell)
Select this collection instead: Begell Biomedical Research Collection (begell.biomedicalresearch)
  Begell Digital Library (begell.digitallibrary)
  Begell Digital Portal (begell.digitalportal)
  Begell eBook Platform (begell.ebookplatform)
  Begell Engineering Research Collection (begell.engineeringresearch)

*please select the collection which corresponds to your subscription

• Discontinued Provider: FrancoAngeli (francoangeli)
Discontinued Collection: FrancoAngeli (openly.jsCate.francoangeli)

Select this provider instead: FrancoAngeli (francoangeli)
Select this collection instead: FrancoAngeli All Journals (francoangeli.alljournals)

• Discontinued Provider: Mohr Siebeck (mohrsiebeck)
Discontinued Collection: Mohr Siebeck (openly.jsCate.mohrsiebeck)

Select this provider instead: Mohr Siebeck (mohr)
Select this collection instead: Mohr Siebeck All Journals (mohr.journals)

• Discontinued Provider/Collection: The Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
  (openly.jsCate.faseb)

**Statistics**

Totals:
6,792 providers
22,469 collections
52,227,351 records